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In the following pages you will find a breakdown of the product, through which you 
will learn more about its technical features and main advantages.
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Welcome to
Read Garden

Read Garden is the ultimate online reader. 
We are proud to present you our best tool to 
deliver your content in the most efficient 
way possible.

Main advantages:

Your content, as your users deserve.

At Read Garden we take your content (PDF, epub2, 
epub3, html5, audiobook, video...), process it and 
serve it to your users ready for the best possible 
experience.

From your catalogue to our viewer in minutes.

Manage access to your content without hassle.

Downloads and offline mode, continue reading where-
ver you are.

The best experience for your users, also on desktop 
and mobile apps.
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Our model is specially designed to adapt to your 
needs and optimise the way you serve your 
content to users.

Content 
processing

We adapt to your needs.
Upload your content by hand or talk to us so that 
we can prepare the best way to import it. 
We make it easy for you.

 Original content

We start by transforming it into HTML5 whatever 
the source format (PDF, epub2, epub3, html5, 
audiobook, video...). We treat the source file and 
prepare it for the following processes. 
We optimise HTML, CSS, images, fonts, etc..

Transformed content

We give you tools to take your content to a new level. 
We help you to add value. Integrate multimedia or 
interactive resources into your content. If you want to 
go further, talk to us to index these resources and 
integrate them with the search engine.

Enriched content

We apply several layers of security to the content. 
We obfuscate the HTML and obfuscate the fonts. 
Content is only readable with our fonts. We upload all 
resources to high availability services. They are only 
consumable through a CDN and with signed requests.

We run a series of processes before processing 
the result obtained after the transformation. 
We browse all the content in a virtual browser 
to verify the result and split the pages 
 with flowing text at the correct size.

Processed content

Indexed content
We extract all textual content from your content 
and all embedded resources. We index everything 
in the powerful semantic search engine elasticsearch.

Secured content 

1

4

5

6
2

3 Ready to 
use content
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Once your content has been prepared and processed 
following our strict treatment model, you will be able to 
access it by hierarchising and cataloguing it according to 
your needs, thus getting the most out of it.

Cataloguing:

Your Read Garden
catalogue

-   Categories (tree)

    - Manual management.

    - Integrated with external service.

    - Use of standards (BISAC, BIC).

    - Reading ONYX, MARC21, etc..

-   Tagging (tag cloud)

    - Manual management.

    - Integrated with external service.

    - Suggestions and auto-complete.

Metadata: Other functionalities:

-   Export to MARC21.

-   Management of resources 

    associated with content.

-   Manual editing.

-   API consuming integration.

-   Reading ONYX, MARC21, etc.
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Manage licences and decide who has access. Content and collections share the same pool of 
categories and tags. Use them to create living collections associated with them!DRM

Defines the contents associated with the licence:

     Selecting a list of specific contents

     Using collections: group the contents 

     as you need:

     - By category(ies)

     - By Tag(s)

     - By publisher/author

     - Or by selecting the contents 

        that you want

What:
Provides access over time:

     Access in perpetuity

     Limits access over time

     - From / To a specific date

     For a number of days

     - From creation or first access

     Periodic access

     - Self-renewal

     - Notices of upcoming maturities

When:

Associate the licence to whoever you need:

     To specific users

     To user groups

     Institutional access:

     - Enables a set of IPs or referrer URLs or LTIs

     - Limiting the number of concurrent accesses 

     A redeemable codes

     To URLs associated with configurable tokens

     To anyone (demo/preview mode)

Who:
Shape the experience:

     Controls access to content:

     - Full access

     - Partial access

        - By percentage or number of pages

        - From and/or to specific pages

     Limits functionalities

     - For all

     - For types of access or users

How:
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Access possibilities:

After processing, cataloguing and DRM manage-
ment, they will be ready to be served to your 
users through our viewer.

Read Garden
viewer

Direct access to content:
Each piece of content will have its own 
unique URL, including each page 
or chapter.  

Semantic search:
Semantic search thanks to elasticsearch. 
Integrates dictionaries to incorporate 
suggestions and synonyms.

Bookshelf:
All your available content, at a glance. 
Ordered as you like. List mode or grid mode.

Quick search:
Search in the quickest and most 
direct way by filtering by title, 
ISBN/EAN and authors.

Apps:
The best experience, also on desktop 
and mobile apps. Downloads 
and offline mode.
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Viewfinder features:

Read Garden
viewer

Technical characteristics

Read Garden
Infrastructure

Take advantage of the technologies implemen-
ted in our viewer to serve the best user experien-
ce to your readers.Browse the contents

Through the index
Through the miniatures

Disfruta de los recursos insertados
Access the resource viewer from within the content 
Browse all other resources
Go back to the book to see the integrated resource 

More layers of security
The display is synchronised between all devices 
associated with the same account.

Customisable experience
Reading mode
    - Horizontal or vertical
    - "Infinite page" or margin between pages 
    - With pagination (single or double page) 
Viewing options 
    - In fixed content: adjust zoom to width, 
      height or to your liking 
    - In flow content: adjust font size and font type 
Add customisations 
    - Highlight texts in different colours 
    - Generate different bookmarks and manage them 
    - Add notes to highlighted texts 
    - Share with other users

Content distribution network
Ensuring high-speed access from any 
geographic location

High availability
Horizontal scaling of any of the 
platform parts

Cache
We have integrated cache for static 
resources and incremental static 
generation for dynamic resources.

Metrics and monitoring
All services have metrics that allow us 
to monitor their status in real time.
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Read Garden full model

Secured content

Processed content

Cómo

Original content1

Enriched content4 Indexed content5 6

Transformed content2 3

Your content

Final User

Ready-to-use content

Cataloguing Metadata Other functionalities

Catalogue

What Who When

DRM

Viewer

how
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BUSCAR...

RG

Knowing the
Interface

Main menu:

Available from all Read Garden 
screens, it will allow you to 
display all the options and aids in 
the side menu.

Logo button:

Always available, it will allow you 
to quickly navigate to your library 
to continue reading.

Your content:

All your content will appear in our viewer, 
subject to the preferences configured by the 
reader: Zoom, Skin, horizontal or vertical page 
layout... whatever improves your experience.

Side menu:

Drop-down menu where you will 
find all the options for your con-
tent, user area, search panel, 
content index, thumbnail index, 
resource index, my bookmarks 
and my settings.

Navigation menu:

You will find this menu inside the 
viewer, from which you can 
control the reading of your con-
tents, jumping between pages, 
looking for a special page or 
through its thumbnails.
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Knowing the
Interface

We have designed an interface with a simple 
and intuitive aesthetic, specially designed to 
enhance the user experience and promote a 
comfortable and direct navigation through 
your content.

Navigation and menus:

Side menu:

In the tools menu, your users will be able 
to choose which type of display they prefer 
(list or icons), they will also be able to filter 
by type or order of their books.

SEARCH BY TITLE, AUTHOR OR EAN

You will also be able to filter your reading 
by title, isbn or the name of the author of 
the book.

BUSCAR...

From the menu, you will be able to display the different sections of the 
side navigation menu, you will be able to access your user area. From 
the search engine section you will be able to perform intelligent sear-
ches throughout the catalogue. In help you will have all the information 
you need, from frequently asked questions to tutorials with which you 
will be able to get the most out of your reading.

AYUDARG SEARCH... HELP
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Knowing the
Interface

Table of contents
It will give access to all the contents of your 
readings, categorising them by sections, to 
access them comfortably and efficiently.

Index of thumbnails
You can easily access the contents of your 
readings through their thumbnails.

Index of resources
It will show the resources associated with 
your readings, with quick and accurate 
explanations.

My bookmarks
You can underline text by choosing from a 
wide palette of colours. It allows you to take 
notes, manage them and share them.

My configuration
It will allow you to configure your readings, 
customise the zoom size, page orientation 
and whatever you need to make reading 
more comfortable.

Within the viewer you will be able to access from 
the side menu to all the tools to facilitate the rea-
ding, with a single click you will display the side 
panel where all the available aids will be grouped.
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Knowing the
Interface

Cross-search engine:

You will be able to search within a single 
book, as well as cross-catalogue searches 
across the entire catalogue. 
The search engine will identify results 
across the entire text, boosting appearan-
ces in index markers, titles or authors.

BUSCAR...
BUSCAR...

BUSCAR...

The cross search engine will present you with the results associated 
with your search, sorted by relevance, so you will always find what you 
are looking for.

With the '+' button to the left of your results, you can scroll the index 
and find all the associated appearances.

Relevance:

SEARCH...

...



Contact us

C/Serrano Anguita , 10
Local - 28004

MADRID

+34 913 910 602

binpar.com/product/read-garden

info@read.garden
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